MY SPIRITUAL EXPERIENCES......... For people interested in reading it. Steve 2022 - (Macclesfield)
I offer this to people who one day may need spiritual inspiration... To offer HOPE to people who may
find at some point in their life have very little hope here.
Science says there are more stars/planets in the universe than grains of sand on 'all the beaches' in the
world - 7,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 stars/planets 'they can see' in the universe - it's vast.
Vulnerability on Earth is hard when feeling ill or old. Life here is a journey... HEAVENS HOME - yes it's
out there in the Higher Astral Realms in deep space.
I had a NDE in 2015 - and believe me the spirit in us 'exists' ready to fly when our time is due.
So on my journey this lifetime, I nearly died in Jan 2015 - all colour drained from me, I was allowed to
go so far to witness and feel my spirit lively / excited in 'my dying body' - later that day I'm very sure I felt
hand on my head and recovered so fast, and even drove to Warrington the next day... I became
psychic after that and my name on Spiritual Forums is one-light, where I am a master.
I believe we have lived many lives on Earth before - we live in these bodies, spirit is 'within us' separate.
When someone is in their final weeks/days here, their Guardian Angel/Guides or past family members
will come to you in mind, and prepare you for coming home to heaven... I heard my mum saying on her
last day here in 1980, regarding 2 'recently past brothers' Reg and Sid I can see them.
And when we were looking after my mum in law, in her last months she was speaking to someone every time I sneaked to the bedroom door she would go quiet - now how did she know, unless
someone told her to be quiet Steve's listening... And both mum's knew exactly what was what.
Important, in the eyes of Jesus – if you only start to believe now, its like the lost sheep has been found.
I am a family man with children and many grandchildren, it's just that ive learned things to share...
When someone is ill and doesn't seem to know what's going on - that's like brain fog, but the mind is
attached to the spirit, and will be clear and strong on departure.
In a dream words came to me 'you'll know when you get to heaven because you've been there before'.
And I say this is correct - and probably the first thing you will say is how long was I down there for.
Dogs senses to next life...
During his last days here, my dog stared into corner of our garden for hours, was looking at someone.
My dog as we put him down at the vets was 'not worried' at all - he was ready... After he past on, I kept
asking my dog for a sign he was alright, then one evening I heard a hum/hum/hum noise he used to
make... You see, I have psychic abilities since my NDE, I see 'Angel Sparkles' early mornings – all
which helps me pick up on spiritual moments/messages like these, and Angel guidance.
We have to go though 'good and bad' to get to final destination on our journey here on Earth.
Friends and family who've passed away, you will meet again - but we have to continue our life plan no
cutting it short... Spirits are just people like us passed over... We use these bodies this lifetime, spirit
lives on, and on - the gift of life, make it good and be kind.
Entering our final years... Glory of HEAVEN awaits – much better than here on Earth...Renewed in
Paradise... The key is - kindness and BELIEVE IT....
I have done several spiritual talks in care homes all free - if interested on zoom, just get in touch, I have
done six of these talks already... My spiritual page here is free for all, to copy or display - more on my
spiritual page on my - strengthinminds.co.uk - website.
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